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Granite Gear’s Reticu-Lite Collection 
was designed with 
weight and 
a clean, 
sculpted 
form in 
mind.

[People]

24-7 Names Canadian 
Distributor
24-7 INTERNATIONAL NAMED ZARBY INTERNATIONAL AS 
the exclusive distributor of Pathfinder, Pathfinder Gear 
and Andiamo for Canada.

“We are thrilled with the partnership with Zarby 
International and look forward to the brand’s expansion 
throughout Canada,” said 24-7 International President 
Scott Kosmin.

Added Bobby Zarbatany: “We’re looking forward to 
becoming the leading international distributor of these 
fine brands and know this will be accomplished with prod-
uct of such high manufacturing standards and value.”

Craghoppers Hires High 
Country Trading

CRAGHOPPERS HAS HIRED HIGH 
Country Trading as representatives 
in the Pacific Northwest territory. 
Managing one of the key territo-
ries for Craghoppers, High Country 
Trading will leverage its many years 
in the outdoor and travel industries 
to increase Craghoppers’ brand 
presence. Located in Portland, OR, 
Jeff Red provides brand support 

and retail inspiration for brands like Eagle Creek and X-1 
Audio.

“Jeff has a fantastic reputation with the adventure 
travel category,” said Bill Lockwood, national sales 
director at Craghoppers North America. “The timing is 
great as we ramp up for fall 2015 and build on our new 
relationship as the Official Clothing Partner of National 
Geographic for Spring 2015.”

New COO at LugLoc
CARLOS ESNAL HAS BEEN HIRED 
as COO to take control of the day-
to-day operations of the business 
based in Miami, FL. He worked 
with luggage loss handling during 
his seven years at Assist Card, one 
of the largest travel assistance 
companies in the world, where 
he worked for LugLoc’s president, 
Nicolas Keglevich. He developed 

Assist Card’s brand and market as country manager 
in Asia, Mexico and finally in the U.S., and has a track 
record of cultural transformation to exceed revenue 
goals. As COO, Esnal is responsible for the implementa-
tion of the new business model, with technology and 
user experience as the leading factors for the company; 
developing the LugLoc brand; and building distribution 
channels to efficiently reach the consumer.

Jeff Red

Carlos Esnal

[Product]

New Collection Is Icon, Brand 
and Lifestyle
ATM-AMERICA’S TRAVEL MERCHANDISE LAUNCHES ITS SMILEY 
Collection for both the young and young at heart at The 2015 
International Travel Goods Show. See the bright side of life throughout 
any trip or jaunt to school with a set of luggage that includes 22”, 26” 
and 30” cases. Each piece is lightweight, extremely durable, flexible and 
absorbs impact. Features include a built-in 3-digit TSA-accepted lock, 
heavy duty zippers and aluminum handle with TPR Grip. Additionally, styl-
ized, fully lined interiors are cus-
tomized to complement the outer 
design, and a built-in divider and 
mesh pocket means organized 
packing is a breeze. The Smiley 
Collection also includes back-
packs, totes and travel acces-
sories. MSRP $599.99/set. For 
more details, visit www.atmpacks.
com.

ATM’s Smiley Collection is 
inspired by this iconic figure-

head of the digital generation. 

Collection Brings Sensibility 
and Efficiency to Travel Gear
INFUSING IN-DEPTH KNOWLEDGE OF TECHNICAL, ULTRA-LIGHT HIKING 
backpacks into traditional travel gear, Granite Gear has created an 
innovative packing solution with its new six-piece Reticu-Lite Collection. 
The collection combines sleek design with smart features, such as the 
strategic die-cut foam pattern, which minimizes weight while maintain-
ing structural integrity. Details such as 360° BARRIER water-repellency 
technology, heavy-duty corner guards and kick plate, durable aircraft alu-
minum pull handle with rubberized grip and rugged wheels with impact-
absorbing wheel housing are among collection features.

Pieces include a 22” Wheeled Carry-on Upright (MSRP $139.99); 
26” Wheeled Upright ($159.99); 30” Wheeled Upright ($179.99); 28” 
Wheeled Drop-Bottom Duffle ($159.99); 34” Wheeled Drop-Bottom Duffle 
($179.99); and Backpack ($59.99). The Reticu-Lite Collection is available 
in three color ways and will debut at The International Travel Goods Show, 
Booth #1014. It will hit retail stores in September 2015. For more details, 
contact Shelly Smith at shelly@darbycommunications.com.
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Bright and  
Bold Travel  
Accessories
TRAVEL IN STYLE WITH FIFTH AVENUE 
Manufacturers’ classy and colorful collec-
tion of passport covers, travel organizers 
and luggage tags in lightweight, waterproof 
PVC material and available in easy-to-spot 
electric blue, neon green and hot pink. My 
Travel Organizer comes with several pockets 
to keep tickets, documents, currency, mile-
age/credit card and passport separated 
and easily accessible. My Passport Cover 
comes with a snug protective sleeve to hold 
your passport in place. My Bag Luggage Tag 
is lightweight and has a secure reinforced 
strap. There are new 3-D Flower Tags for 
spring and tags for pet lovers and pet car-
riers. MSRP $5-$12. See the individual 
accessories in this collection during The 
International Travel Goods Show, Booth 
#3048 or visit www.travelfifth.com.

Anti-Theft Protection in a 
Versatile Backpack
ROYCE LEATHER’S RFID SAFFIANO CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK 
neatly converts into a crossbody bag or handbag to serve 
you in more ways than one. The bag snugly fits technology 
essentials, including an iPad, and only you will know that 
it is secretly protecting you from the nightmare of identity 
theft. (For an additional $35, the Royce Tracker can be 
added to track your backpack so it will never be lost.) In beau-
tiful black Saffiano leather, the backpack 
measures a tidy 9-1/2” x 10” x 1-1/4”. 
MSRP $200. For more information about 
this item, visit www.royceleathergifts.com.

Fifth Avenue’s  
bright bag tags  

make spotting your luggage a breeze.

Collection Reboot
LIPAULT OF PARIS GOES FROM LIGHT-
weight to ultra-lightweight with the launch 
of 0% Foldable Collection, comprising 
three packing cases and one duffle style, 
at The International Travel Goods Show. 
The 22” carry-on weighs under 5 lbs; 
and the 26” and 28” cases are each 
nearly a full pound lighter. The redesign 
includes a new, sleeker handle system; 
improved engineering with a new, easy-to-
maneuver folding mechanism now located 
on the wheels; and a fashion-forward style 
featuring a cheery pop of color. MSRP 
$199.99/22” carry-on. For more informa-
tion, visit www.lipault.com.

The added  
security of RFID-blocking technology in 

Royce Leather’s RFID Saffiano Convertible 
Backpack reaffirms personal security.
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Snap. Squeeze. 
Go.
SQUEEZE POD, THE LATEST INNOVATION  
of on-the-go natural toiletries in a leak-proof 
pod, will be showcased in Booth #4142 
at The International Travel Goods Show. 
The debut line includes Hand Purifier, 
Moisturizing Lotion, Shave Cream, Sham-
poo, Conditioner, Body Wash, Creamy 
Facial Cleanser, Shave Cream, Hair Gel 
and Toilet Odor Eliminator. Each is for-
mulated to help busy people with active 
lifestyles look and feel their best on the 
go. All Squeeze Pod products are made 
in the USA using premium natural ingredi-
ents, are certified cruelty-free by PETA, and 
contain no harsh chemicals. Each single-
use TSA-compliant pod has a compact 
size, leak-proof technology and lightweight 
portability, saving travelers packing space 
and time. MSRP $1.99-$2.49/wrapper of 
3 single-use pods. For more information 
on this line, visit www.squeezepod.com.

Multi-Pocketed Drawstring Backpack
THE JACK GEORGES VOYAGER COLLECTION DRAWSTRING 
Backpack is made from hand-stained vegetable re-tanned 
buffalo leather. Featuring soft construction, a flap-over 
with tuck-tie closure and drawstring pull tabs, it has 
plenty of room for personal needs and lots of pock-
ets to keep everything organized: a zippered front 
pocket; two zippered side pockets for accessories; 
a front pocket with magnetic closure; a zippered 
inside pocket; and an inside organizer that holds a 
phone, digital device and accessories. Available in 
black and brown, it also has adjustable shoulder 
straps. MSRP $348. The bag will be introduced 
at The International Travel Goods Show. For 
more information, visit www.jackgeorges.com.

Functional, versatile, beautiful – it’s Jack 
Georges’ Voyager Drawstring Backpack.

Hands-Free Stylish Alternative to 
Handbags
VICENZO LEATHER, INC. DEBUTS 
its line of waist bags: The Adonis 
Collection features three styles and 
combinations ranging from basic 
distressed dark brown to tan. Chic and mod-
ern with a western flair via intricate hardware 
and stitch detailing, these fanny packs 
boast extreme attention to detail to ensure 
style and technology relevance. Collection 
pieces include the Nieve in Italian dis-
tressed leather with classic detailing and 
two exterior pockets large enough to hold 
a smartphone; the Texicana, a customer favorite in soft leather that includes a design 
made of studs and classic dual tone effect; and the Oakley – cool, classic and modern 
in vegetable-tanned distressed leather and finished with expert workmanship. MSRP 
$69.95-$139.95. Visit www.vicenzoleather.com to learn more or follow @VicenzoLeather.

Complete Revamp for LugLoc
KNOW THAT SINKING FEELING WHEN THE LUGGAGE CAROUSEL COMES AROUND – AND 
your suitcase is not on it? LugLoc launches the newest version of its Luggage Locator at 
The International Travel Goods Show, providing an enhanced user experience by utilizing 
the latest combination of GSM and Bluetooth technology. This allows users to know where 
their luggage is, always. Additionally, they have included a Bluetooth feature to bring peace 
of mind when waiting at the luggage carousel. The call center has been replaced by a full 
self-managed service so travelers can track luggage directly from their phone or computer 
using the state-of-the-art mobile app developed by LugLoc. The membership service has 
been eliminated in favor of Traces so users choose how much they want to pay for the 
service. LugLoc comes with 5 Traces; you can buy 5, 10 – even unlimited Traces for fre-

quent travelers. MSRP $69.99. LugLoc may be 
purchased through www.lugloc.com in the U.S. 
LugLoc is looking for potential partnerships to 
expand its brand into other countries.

An investment in engineering, development 
and testing has helped create the ultimate 
experience in luggage location.

Squeeze Pod is revolutionizing the travel 
size industry with its state of the art 
leak-proof single-use pod technology.

Effective Oral 
Care on the Fly
ARCHTEK INC.’S FLAWLESS WHITE  
brings teeth whitening to a whole new 
level. Tucked inside a beautiful mirrored 
storage case is whitening gel, custom-fit 
whitening trays and Toothpaste Tablets. 
On the go or at home, Flawless White 
whitens teeth up to five shades whiter. 
MSRP $19.99. To learn more about this 
item, visit www.archtekinc.com.

Have a 
flawless 
smile with 
Archtek’s 
Flawless 
White teeth whitening product.

Vicenzo  
Leather’s  

Adonis  
waist packs are a fashionable solution to 
carrying increasingly larger smartphones.
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Bringing Fashion to  
Professions
BOMBATA USA HAS MANUFACTURED A COLORFUL COLLECTION  
of briefcases, laptop and tablet cases that the company will 
exhibit at The International Travel Goods Show. Along with its 
bags, Bombata has display fixtures that allow retailers to create 
effective and enticing product displays. Additionally, the company 
has new commercial strategies to ensure retailers earn the profits 
necessary to maintain a high level of customer excellence, as well 
as new items, materials and collections never before presented.

Visit the Bombata USA Booth #1148 to see – among other 
new items – minipad and iPad cases (MSRP $42.50-$49.50) and  
Cocco Gold Bombata 
and Silver Cocco Bom-
bata ($60-$79.50) trol-
ley cases that fit up to 
13” laptops and tab-
lets. For more informa-
tion, visit www.bombata 
bags.com.

Bombata USA introduc-
es functional, versatile 

and original collections.

Backpack for Both Casual 
Business and Travelers
THE PIEL LEATHER VINTAGE COLLECTION, FEATURING THE  
Leather Travel Backpack, incorporates a timeless style with a 
rich classic (or waxed or glazed) finish. Made from 100% genuine 
Colombian full grain leather and trimmed with Piel’s traditional 
(chocolate) Vaquetta leather, this soft, supple and smooth 
leather bag is accented with silver hardware and nylon lining for 
a luxurious look. It has a large main compartment, top handle 
for easy carrying and double padded/adjustable straps for com-
fort, and features a top zip-pocket, two side-zip compartments, a 
front vertical zip-pocket and a gusseted 
front compartment with full organizer. 
Additionally, this backpack has a 
breathable padded mesh backing 
and a back strap to attach to a tele-
scopic handle. MSRP $310. For 
more information, visit www.piel 
leather.com.

The luxe look of Piel’s 
Leather Vintage Leather Travel 

Backpack will stand the test 
of time.

Next Generation of Action 
Luggage
READY TO GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD AT A MOMENT’S NOTICE 
is the T-Pro® Bold™ 2.0 Collection by Travelpro®. Amazingly durable, 
lightweight and versatile, this sporty 9-piece collection is perfect 
for individuals and families with a sense of adventure. Made of 
rugged, high-density polyester fabric with a water-repellent coating 
for greater stain- and abrasion-resistance, this line encompasses 
Rollaboard® and Spinner models, a backpack, a soft duffle bag and 
two drop-bottom rolling duffle bags.

Multiple carry handles make the luggage easy to transport 
in and out of a car or airplane overhead 
bin. The drop bottom rolling duffle models 
include a zippered divider panel for two sep-
arate packing spaces or, if opened, 
one large main compartment. The 
backpack, 22” Rollaboard® and 
21” Spinner models provide a 
padded tablet pocket for protec-
tion and easy access during 
travel. An “intelligent” interior 
offers packing flexibility with a 
mesh pocket and wet pocket, 
ideal for toiletries or wet cloth-
ing, built into the lid. MSRP 
$200-$400. To learn about 
additional features of the T-Pro 
Bold 2.0 Collection, contact 
Mario@gohrmc.com or call 305-
573-0882. Visit www.TravelPro.
com for a full list of the latest products 
and retail locations.

The T-Pro® Bold™ 2.0 
Collection by Travelpro® 

Pro-Tested for Serious  
Adventures
CRAGHOPPERS WORLD TRAVEL CLOTHING INTRODUCES LIGHT-
weight, packable apparel that increases sun and insect protection 
and comfort at the same time, with classic styling and unparal-
leled performance. The new Spring 2015 NosiLife™ Pro line styles 
give men and women complete comfort in the world’s most chal-
lenging climates. Collection highlights for men: a highly breathable 
Chima jacket (MSRP $80); a Berko button-down shirt in a classic 
check pattern ($85-$95); a long-sleeved shirt with zippered chest 
pocket ($85); and lightweight streamlined 
stretch trousers ($100).

Women will appreciate the sleek, 
hooded Asmina Jacket ($80); the 
Akello jacket, a new classic 
with cotton-look finish ($120); 
a relaxed khaki button-down 
shirt ($75-$85); sleek light-
weight travel trousers ($100); 
and a pretty and practical 
lightweight travel skirt ($60). 
For more details on individual 
collection pieces, visit www.
us.Craghoppers.com.

Craghoppers NosiLife Pro 
Travel Apparel is tested 
and guaranteed to beat 
the heat as well as biting 
insects.
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Popcorn Tweed 
Collection, Fool’s 
Gold iPhone Case
HEX RELEASES THE MONARCH COLLEC-
tion, an eight-piece range of bags, sleeves 
and carry-alls, including the roomy 
Overnight Travel Bag, that uses classic 
textures to evoke warm memories. The 
collection features a charcoal popcorn 
tweed with flecks of contrasting color that 
is also treated for water resistance. Black 
coated canvas provides the accents and 
trim with durability. HEX combines this 
with its signature surplus grade cotton 
web strapping and interior micro fleece 
lined pockets for ultimate device protec-
tion – achieving both looks and perfor-
mance. MSRP $39.95-$139.95.

HEX has collaborated with Fool’s Gold 
Records to create an iPhone 6 case, a 
genuine leather snap case that comes in 
two colorways – a black and yellow Fool’s 
Gold print and a tonal black embossed 
version of the same pattern.

“From surprise remixes to special 
guests at our shows, Fool’s Gold is a 
place where collaborations thrive,” said 
Nick Catchdubs, cofounder of Fool’s Gold 
Records. “HEX is an independent com-
pany just like us, so we jumped at the 
chance to team up with them again and 
put our own flip on their iPhone 6 case, 
using an all-over print logo pattern inspired 
by the FG sticker takeover of New York 
City.” MSRP $44.95. For more information 
on HEX items, visit www.shophex.com.

The Latest in Business 
Style and Security
FLEX-FILE™ TECH, TRAVELERS CLUB’S NEW TPRC BUSINESS 
Collection, is designed so that all pieces integrate with oth-
ers and feature the company’s patented Flex-File™ System 
to organize your files for easy and secure access. The col-
lection offers a host of options for travelers to consider 
when building their FFT system: Start with a 21” FLEX-FILE™-
equipped rolling carry-on with 4 hi-tech, durable dual-wheel 
spinners; a FLEX-FILE™-equipped rolling briefcase with dedi-
cated laptop section; or a rolling “underseat” overnight case 
with 2 blade wheels and telescopic handle. Next, expand 
your system to include a multi-pocket FLEX-FILE™-equipped 
backpack featuring ergonomic straps, comfort padding and a 
laptop section and/or a 14” multi-pocket organizer satchel. 
MSRP $119.99-$299.99.

New to Travelers Club’s TPRC Business Collection is a 
hardside (PC+ABS) rolling carry-on with 4 durable dual-wheel 
spinners. Travelers Club has utilized a TSA-accepted, bi-
directional (front and back) combination lock to secure not 
only your belongings but also your laptop. The padded front 
section is specially designed to secure laptop and acces-
sories. Rest assured that your laptop will be safe, thanks to 
the addition of unique TSA-accepted locking clips that lock 
both the front and the main compartments. MSRP $249.99. For more information about 
these items, visit www.travelersclub.com.

Feature-Rich Brief
AT THE CONVERGENCE OF DURABILITY AND FUNC-
tionality is MANCINI’s distinguished 5th AVENUE 
Collection of briefcases and travelling bags, finely 
crafted in genuine leather. This Business Briefcase 
for 15.6” laptop and tablet features a main zippered 
compartment with separate tablet and laptop padded 
sleeves to keep devices secure and protected and a 
front organizer so small personal items are right at 
your fingertips. The rear is equipped with a zippered 
pocket and an attach-a-bag strap to piggyback the 
briefcase on luggage and other trolley bags. Available 
in black, the bag comes with MANCINI’s one-year 
limited warranty. MSRP $215. For more details, visit 
www.mancinileather.com.

Designer Case
CREATED BY WORLD-RENOWNED DESIGNER 
Youngse Kim, the T LINE RI Collection (21”, 
25”, 29”) from Olympia is constructed of 
virgin polycarbonate and features 4 jumbo 
dual spinner wheels, top-quality aluminum 
handle system, premium zippers and built-in 
TSA-accepted lock. Inside the case is a fully 
padded and elegantly designed interior lining 
with fully zippered internal divider with mesh 
and wet pouches, a buckled compression 
divider with mesh pouch and an adjustable 
buckle tie-belt. MSRP $359/$399/$479. To see 
this collection, visit www.luggageamerica.com.

HEX’s Monarch Collection is 
the perfect addition to any 
wardrobe.

HEX’s x Fool’s Gold Case for 
iPhone 6

Travelers Club’s TPRC 
Business Collection carry-
on case is fully lined.

MANCINI’s 5th  
AVENUE Business Briefcase is  
the perfect complement to any 

business environment.

Olympia’s T LINE RI  
sports an eye-catching 

pattern.
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Super-Smart, Connected Luggage
HEAD TO HONTUS’ BOOTH #6073 AT THE INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL GOODS SHOW TO SEE 
two intelligent collections. The Space Case 1 by Planet Traveler features 
a revolutionary concept in luggage with a built-in biometric lock, global 
tracking, auto weight sensor, Bluetooth speaker, Lithium power pack and 
more – all powered with a travel-friendly app that controls all the features 
plus tracks your travels and features a travel concierge for gate and flight 
information. MSRP $1,400/case and app.

HONTUS also launches the world’s first Upgradable Connected 
Luggage, a new line from its Italian-designed Mia Toro brand 
that is controlled by an app. Track your luggage any-
where in the world. Use the Bluetooth luggage scale 
to check your bag’s weight. Even file a war-
ranty claim with the company’s “World’s 
first” Virtual 10-Year Worldwide Cloud 
Protection. This collection shows off 
the latest finish – raw carbon fiber tex-
ture – that will be launched exclusively 
at The Show. MSRP $300/$350/$400. 

To learn more about these collec-
tions, contact sales@hontus.com.

The Force is with  
American Tourister
AMERICAN TOURISTER ANNOUNCES A CO-BRANDED STAR 
Wars licensed luggage line for children and all ages. 
Available for Spring 2015, the featured characters are 
R2-D2, Darth Vader and Stormtrooper. Children’s styles 
include an 18” Upright Softside (MSRP $39.99) with 
screen print on the top carry handle and back panel and 
an 18” Upright Hardside ($59.99) with a color-matched 
logo plate and Star Wars branded zipper pulls. Both cases 
have American Tourister branding, side-mounted skate 
wheels and large mesh pocket on the interior panel.

Available styles for all ages are 21” and 28” 
Spinner Hardsides ($139.99/$199.99) featuring split 
construction and with single spinner wheels, a Star 
Wars branded push button pull handle, Star Wars 
branded zipper pulls and an American 
Tourister branded ID tag. To see the indi-
vidual pieces in this collection, visit www.
americantourister.com.

Deep Rest in Flight Now Possible
ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED AND PATENT-PENDING, THE HYPNAP BODYREST IS THE  
first travel sleep aid that supports the user in a face-down, forward leaning position, ren-
dering seat recline unnecessary and facilitating more comfort and relaxation on airplane 
flights. Designed for airplane passengers but appropriate for anyone with access to a 
tabletop or desktop surface, Hypnap Bodyrest sits on the tray table and is adjustable, col-
lapsible, lightweight and portable. Hypnap consulted with physicians to create an elegantly 
designed yet friendly piece of portable furniture that allows travelers to rest or sleep in a 
healthy and natural body position. For more information about the health benefits of the 
product or of resting in the face-down, forward leaning position, visit www.hypnap.com or 
contact Chloe@Hypnap.com or 857-248-0059. Hypnap LLC will unveil this item at The 
International Travel Goods Show, Booth #3127; product will be available mid-summer.

Elegance on 
Wheels
CABRELLI & CO. ACCESSORIES INTRO-
duces its Overnight Laptop Briefcase on 
Spinner Wheels (A38495) in genuine and 
faux leather. This carry-on-sized piece in 
black features multidirectional spinner 
wheels, a garment compartment, a busi-
ness compartment with organizer and a 
front zipper pocket. A removable laptop 
bag fits a 15.6” laptop. MSRP $340. 

To learn more about 
this product, visit www.
cabrelli.com.

It’s business 
or pleasure with 

Cabrelli’s Overnight Laptop Briefcase on 
Spinner Wheels.

New Collection 
From Adrienne 
Vittadini
VISIT RUGGED EQUIPMENT AT BOOTH  
#6068 to see the Adrienne Vittadini Linen 
Collection, comprising an 18” Jumbo 
Travel Duffle and 21”, 25” and 29” 
Expandable Uprights. With a lightweight 
frame, spinner wheels and recessed lock-
ing telescopic handle system, the cases 
feature a full signature lining, front gus-
seted zipper accessory pockets, interior 
accessory pockets and signature zipper 
pulls. Collection colors are linen and natu-
ral. MSRP $1,320/set. Visit www.rugged 
equip.com for more information.

Rugged Equipment releases the  
Linen Collection  

by Adrienne  
Vittadini.

The  
Space  
Case 1 by Planet  
Traveler is about to 
change luggage forever.

Star Wars fans can show off their favorite 
characters with American Tourister’s Star 

Wars luggage.
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Technical and Travel-Savvy Packs
EAGLE CREEK INTRODUCES ULTRA-LIGHT, ULTRA-INTELLIGENT AND ALL WAYS 
Secure™ Deviate Travel Packs with detachable backpacks, smart security, com-
fort and No Matter What™ Warranty. Features include the FlexFlo™ Suspension 
System, designed to breathe and flex based on the natural movement of the 
user; the Micro Adjust™ System to customize torso length; and Gender Specific 
Suspension with ergonomic, moisture-wicking shoulder straps. The collection’s All 
Ways Secure™ features Digital Safe-Zone and personal safety with RFID-blocking 
protection and an e-fleece electronics pocket. The Check-In Fly™ is backpack sus-
pension protection meets rain cover meets theft deterrent. Bags are constructed 
of 200D nylon, 200D Poly Helix™ and 600D Helix™ Oxford in graphite, brilliant 

blue and flame orange. 
MSRP $230-$275. 
See the collection at 
www.eaglecreek.com.

[Moving]

New Headquarters With New 
Design Center for RBH
RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS HAS MOVED. EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE USE THIS 
address: 6329 South 226th Street, Kent, WA 98032. You can reach the reception 
desk of the main office at 425-207-1900 or toll free at 800-724-7496. Faxes for 
customer service can be sent to 425-207-1956.

The company invites you to visit its new corporate headquarters to meet new 
team members and to see firsthand all of the exciting changes happening within its 
organization. The new facilities have been freshly renovated to include a state-of-
the-art design center, video and photo studio, expanded showroom and office space.

Heys Says ‘Hello Kitty’
HEYS LUGGAGE ANNOUNCES THE ACQUISITION OF SOME OF THE INDUSTRY’S 
most popular children’s licensed luggage and travel accessory lines for 2015. 
Licenses include Marvel, Mattel, Nickelodeon and Hello Kitty, available in a wide 
range of exciting new styles, prints and colors, designed with innovation and 
fashion in mind for juniors, tweens and young girls. This featured Hello Kitty item 
is a carry-on-approved, three-dimensional 18” rolling case made of polycarbonate 
composite. With its adorable features, including a bright fuchsia sequin mesh 
dress and bow, this luggage is “purrfectly” designed to capture the hearts of 
fashionable young girls on the go. Featuring a child-friendly lightweight design 

of only 3.5 lbs, it has protruding wheels for higher ground 
clearance, allowing it to easily roll over obstacles. MSRP 
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Joel B. Shapiro
JOEL B. SHAPIRO OF SALT LAKE CITY, UT, 
passed away on February 6, 2015, just five 
weeks before his 93rd birthday.

Joel’s father, Simon Shapiro, founded 
Shapiro Luggage as a Salt Lake City trunk manu-
facturer in 1917. After returning from World War 
II, Joel joined the family business, which became 
Shapiro Luggage & Gifts. Shaped by Joel’s focus 
on customer service and innovation, the family’s 
luggage and gift shop became a Main Street 
icon. His sons Alex, Eric and Daniel took up own-
ership in the mid-1980s, continuing the Shapiro 
family tradition, and in 2001 the Shapiro Family 
was honored with the TGA Award. Joel was pas-
sionate not only about his store but about his 
industry, contributing decades of volunteer ser-
vice to the NLDA where he served on its board of 
directors as both president and treasurer. Joel’s 
lasting industry friendships were the source of 
many of his fondest memories.

Joel’s long-term memberships in the ACLU, 
Kiwanis, Masons, and Shriners were an expres-
sion of his values and leadership. But his great-
est contribution to his community came through 
his commitment to the SLC Jewish Community 
Center, The United Jewish Federation of Utah, 
and Jewish Family Service. He is credited with 
having the vision to merge the Jewish congrega-
tions of Salt Lake, resulting in the Congregation 
Kol Ami. His values of equality, compassion, 
dialogue, and democracy were perhaps most 
deeply expressed in his work with the Inclusion 
Center, a lifetime source of comfort and pride.

Preceded in death by his wife, Vivian Guss 
Shapiro, Joel is survived by his three sons, 
Alex, Eric and Daniel, and his six grandchildren, 
Samuel, Jessica, Jacob, Joshua, Andrew and 
Ian. Condolences may be sent to the Shapiro 
Family, 8324 S. Willow Creek Dr., Sandy, UT 
84093.
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